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George Bellows (1881-1925), avant-garde artist and traditional family man, was one

of the more popular American artists of his generation. The exhibition George Bellows

Prints commemorates the centennial of his birth in Columbus, Ohio, with more than sixty

of his lithographs. A complementary exhibition, American Drawings
,
places drawings by

Bellows in context with those of nearly twenty of his American contemporaries of about

1900 to 1930. Organized by Louise Richards, chief curator of prints and drawings, both

exhibitions are on view at The Cleveland Museum of Art through October 31, 1982.

The Cleveland Museum, one of two major repositories of Bellows T
s lithographs, owns

impressions of all but six of the 193 he made. Most of these were gifts to the Museum

from Leonard C. Hanna, Jr., who purchased many of them the year after Bellows T

s death

from the artist’s printing assistant, Bolton Brown.

Bellows turned to lithography in 1916, mastering the medium in which he achieved

his most characteristic expressions. A century after his birth, his subjects and styles

no longer look as modern as they were then thought to be, yet the Ashcan School artists

with whom he associated were progressive urban realists. They rebelled against restricting

art to the pretty and preferred the grittier and more mundane sides of life. Some of

Bellows T
s favorite subjects were street scenes and smoke- and sweat-filled boxing rings.

Like many of his colleagues, he also illustrated contemporary events for newspapers

and magazines, depicting with a touch of satire such scenes as the evangelist Billy

Sunday preaching at a revival meeting. Bellows T

s many portraits of family and friends

indicate, however, that this revolution in subject matter was not entirely radical.

Active at a time of stylistic ferment, Bellows was one of the organizers of and
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exhibitors in the 1913 Armory Show which introduced Post-Impressionism, particularly

Cubism, to the United States. While his drawing style seems rather conventional today,

Bellows was looking for new ways of organizing compositions. "Dynamic Symmetry," a

geometric theory of composing pictures, led him to the triangular configurations of

drawings like The Eve of Victory , on which the lines for Bellows's compositional grid

are still visible.

Along with other early twentieth—century American artists, he experimented with

composition but stopped short of abstraction and the more complete break-up of form

practiced by such European artists as Picasso and Braque. Even most younger, more cubist-

influenced American contemporaries emphasized pictorial content and adhered to relatively

naturalistic styles. Within those general tendencies, the exhibition of American Drawings

represents a variety of schools. While not all of the artists included were part of

Bellows's immediate context, mahy of them were personal or professional associates.

The work of John Singer Sargent, William Merritt Chase, and several others of the

generation before Bellows suggests the Impressionist roots of the Ashcan School. Chase

opened the New York School of Art with Robert Henri, a leading proponent of the new urban

realism. Henri and fellow Ashcan artists John Sloan, William Glackens, Everett Shinn,

and Arthur Davies are represented in the exhibition. Bellows and several others studied

under Henri; Marsden Hartley under Chase; and the Precisionist Preston Dickinson under

Bellows himself.

Many of these artists helped to organize and exhibited in the Armory Show and the

1917 New York exhibition of the Society of Independent Artists. Active on the art scene

nationally. Bellows and several others were May Show judges at The Cleveland Museum of

Art during the 1920s. The artistic avant-garde encompassed widely varying sensibilities

at this point, however. Marcel Duchamp and Man Ray were also involved with the 1917

New York exhibition. Their Dadaist work is a far cry from the portraits, nude models,

landscapes, and city scenes produced by most American artists of the period and

exhibited in American Drawings .
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